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It’s all about Mentorship and Kinetic provides
one of the best CF experiences in the region!
We are currently interviewing for various opportunities including SLP-CF and CCC to join our
multidisciplinary teams of PT, OT, ST, Psychology professionals. Now is the time to apply for school
positions for the 2017-2018 school year. Positions are available in many areas of NC with exceptional
opportunities for growth and advancement. We provide care throughout the spectrum from infants to
centenarians in most settings. Clinical Fellows can expect a proven mentorship program that is tailored
to their individual needs. In many situations, your supervisor may be at your same location. We have
districts with over 30 SLPs, providing the ultimate in mentorship and training possibilities. Our interview
process allows you to interview members of our current family of therapists including those who have
completed the clinical fellowships. We are a therapist owned group of companies that prides itself in
seeking out the best talent and then providing an enriching environment for professional growth while
allowing the flexibility for family and personal pursuits. The ideal candidate must have exceptional
communication skills that adapt to warm, professional interactions with individuals of all levels. We
believe in educating and empowering our clients. Combined settings and population opportunities are
available as well. Our CFs can expect training and orientation upon hire well before starting with clients.
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As a matter of fact, you will get to meet the entire team of therapists at our annual training held each
August. It’s all about family and networking that promotes your success! Our CF program exceeds NC
and ASHA requirements because your success is our patients’ success! We provide a listing of our top
needs online, but there are also unadvertised needs that may be of interest. Full time employees enjoy
a comprehensive compensation and benefits package that offers 10 or 12 month pay options and enjoy
approximately five weeks of paid time off per year. Contact us to schedule a time to meet our family.
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